This report contains two parts. For part A, performing a Principle Components Analysis (PCA) and analyzing the drivers. Then, carrying out factor analyses and comparing them. For part B, employing 5 different quantitative models to forecast and generate moving origin horizon one forecasts of both return and volatility. Then, figuring out the optimal weights for the portfolio and assigning the optimal portfolio. Finally, comparing the returns and risk measure from all portfolio and models.
 Table 1 
. Correlation matrix
The p-values as shown in the appendix table named 'P-Value (Correlation Coefficients)' of these correlation coefficients is less than 1%. Therefore, the correlation coefficient is statistically significant not zero at 95% confidence level, even at 99% confidence level to prove the linear relationship among these 11 industry sectors. Additionally, from the tables named 'Upper Bound (Correlation Coefficients)' and 'Lower Bound (Correlation Coefficients)' show all the confidence level are between zero and one. All the evidences mean these indices are related but would not cause multicollinearity. Thus, the data is suitable for PCA because all simple returns are positively linear associated but not colinear. seventh principal component increases the explained variation to 90.45%, it does not achieve the aim of dimensionality reduction significantly from the original 11 components. Due to the seventh principal component only have about 3.51% explanatory power. Thus, six principal components are enough to explain about 87% variation in the original series and is probably the best choice.
First Four PCs Analysis

Equations
The equations for the first four principal components are:
First Four PCs Analysis
2.2.1 The 1 st Principal Component (PC1) -Market PC1 is asserted as market-wide effect due to it is positively correlated with all of 11 industry sector's simple returns. The magnitude of the coefficients is quite similar except for XEJ, XMJ and XIJ with coefficients 0.4633, 0.3707 and 0.3250 respectively. The rest of indices is in the range between 0.2 to 0.3 from 0.2151 to 0.2862. PC1 distinguishes XEJ and XMJ from the others as shown in the Appendix Figure 1 . The correlation between PC1 and the mean of all industry sectors is 0.9936. The correlation between PC1 and the market return is 0.9606. The visualize plots of two correlation are showed as followed. All the signs indicate that PC1 is market. PC2 might be asserted as commodity price. It is positively linear associated with XEJ (0.6476) and XMJ (0.4270) but negatively linear associated with the rest from XTJ (-0.3326) to XXJ, which further distinguishes XEJ (-0.0779), XMJ from the others as shown in the appendix Figure 2 . The commodity price especially crude oil price, metal price and natural gas price, which may affect the mining and energy companies (Beattie, 2018) . When prices increase, the production costs also increase for manufacture factories due to oil price, one of the most important manufacture materials for most daily products. However, for mining and energy companies, their production costs are relatively stable (Maverick, 2015) . Hence, when the price is high, the share price increases as future cash flow increases (Resource and Mining Stocks, 2019) . For XPJ (-0.2581) and XUJ (-0.2047) with the negative relation, as the commodity price increases, individuals decrease utility usage and rental expense with fixed income. XHJ (-0.2661), similar with XPJ and XUJ, normal families pay less attention on health care.
The 3 rd Principal Component -5G and NBN
PC3 might be asserted as Internet like NBN and 5G. It is strongly positive on XTJ (0.8048) and negative on XHJ (-0.3541) and XIJ (-0.3787). So PC3 distinguishes XTJ, XHJ and XIJ from the rest industry sectors. The remaining have weak or near zero eigenvalues like XPJ (0.0760) and XSJ (-0.0455). The policy of carrying out NBN has boosted the communication services, which NBN is the high-speed Internet fiber network (Purvis, 2013) . Recently, Telstra has announced that they will sell Australian's first 5G device (The West Australian, 2019). Baillieu analysts Nick Burgess also states that Telstra's 5G strategy might be a potential opportunity from the view of the Telstra investment case (Livewire, 2019) . Therefore, the high speed of internet and the coming 5G mobile era have stimulated the communication industry sector index. However, the NBN and 5G do not stimulate XIJ, the information technology sector. It mainly because the increasing internet speed does not connect to the cloud computing, big data and mobile computing that the primary functions in the information technology sector (Compare Sector Characteristics, 2019).
The 4 th Principal Component -Exchange Rate
PC4 might be asserted as exchange rate. It is relatively strongly positive with XUJ (0.5817) and XPJ (0.4233). XIJ, XMJ and XTJ with the negative loadings of -0.5640, -0.0243 and -0.3910. The rest are around zero. Thus, PC4 distinguishes XUJ and XPJ from the remaining sectors. Under the surge of studying abroad, Australia has become one of the most popular choice for international students (Koprowski, 2016) . Koprowski stated that the number of international students rises sharply to 500,000 (2016). This directly make Australia become the fourth largest country that export education (2016). The national education department announced that in 2025, there will be more than one million international students (AIE2025, 2019). Furthermore, the exchange rates decrease means the depreciation of the AUD in terms of other currencies. It might be much less expensive for the parents. When the population increases, the rental return and gas, electricity and water consumption increase. The depreciation of the AUD which might also mean the government prefer to stimulate the economics. Therefore, it is slightly positive related to the rest of industries. However, XIJ and XTJ, the communication and information technology sector do not boost by the depreciation of AUD, mainly because they are sensitive to economic cycles (Compare Sector Characteristics, 2019). The weak exchange rate means the country is trying to boost the economy.
Factor Modelling
The main goal of factor modelling aims to find the least number of factors explaining most variation.
The overall R 2 is 45%. The model is moderate strength fit to the data. The single factor captures from about 24% (XTJ) to 72% (XDJ) of the variation in each industry sectors' returns (Adjusted R 2 ). Furthermore, the chi-squared test statistics is 764.374 with a p-value of 0. Thus, the null hypothesis that the number of factors equals to 1 is rejected. Additionally, the SER are between 0.4541 (XNJ) to 1.2209 (XEJ). They are significantly large for the daily return prediction error. Hence, one factor model is not good enough.
The overall R 2 for two factors is 10% over than one factor model. The adjusted R 2 for each industry sectors' return has increased especially XEJ and XMJ, XSJ and XIJ with small decrease. The chi-squared test statistics is 273.917 with a p-value of 0. Thus, the null hypothesis that the number of factors equal to 2 is strongly rejected. The SER has lightly decreased to the range of 0.4377 (XNJ) to 1.0226 (XTJ).
m= 3 m=4
The overall R 2 for three factor model and four factor model is about 58% and 59% respectively with only 3% and 4% increase from two factor model. The chi-squared for these two models are 74.7211 and 30.8527. Their p-values are 0 and 0.0208. Both are rejected at 95% confidence level. This means that three factor model and four factor model are not good enough. Though XPJ, XIJ and XMJ for their individually adjusted R 2 has increased, XTJ only have 26.48%, which is too low.
m = 5 m = 6
For the 5-factor model, the overall R 2 has increased to 67.28% and the individually adjusted R 2 is from 55% to almost 100% like XTJ. The p-value on the hypothesis that m = 5 cannot be calculated, since one of the specific variances is too close to zero. For the 6-factor model, the overall R 2 decreases from about 67% to about 65% when m = 5 (See Appendix). For the 7-factor model, due to the M is too large for the number of the observed variables. Therefore, both the 6-factor model and the 7-factor model is not suitable for these 11 industry sectors' returns. Combine all the situation, the 5-factor model might be the best model. The equations are showed as followed.
Comparing Method 1 and Method 2 of Factor Modelling
Through re-estimating a factor model when m = 5 by applying the second method, exploiting a PCA analysis decomposition. The first five principal components are from question 2. By comparing the method 1 and method 2, the above figure shows that method 2 is a better one.
The adjusted R 2 for XPJ has increased from 60.81% to 68.51%. XDJ's adjusted R 2 has decreased slightly from 72.33% to 72.06%. For XSJ, which almost stay at the same level, between 55% to 56%. XEJ's adjusted R 2 has increased significantly from 60.62% to 99.84%, which can be explained totally. XXJ has increased slightly, about 2.3% to 66.95%. XHJ has increased over 16% to 71.58%, which is quite dramatically. However, XNJ has dropped a little to 71.47%. Both XIJ and XMJ has improved the adjusted R 2 considerably to 86.47% and 97.03% respectively. Particularly, the XMJ, whose variance has already could be explained over 90%. XTJ has declined slightly, while its adjusted R 2 still stay at 99%. It could be asserted as completely explained. The last one, XUJ, has raised from 47.38% to 73.87%, from the poor level to good one.
Due to the increasing of the adjusted R 2 , all the SERs have decreased. Especially for those adjusted R 2 have increased significantly. In addition, the overall R 2 has increased from 67.28% to 77.44%, which means the overall variation could be explained increased about 10%.
Part B -Dynamic Portfolio Optimisation
Data Processing and Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
To build the suitable time-series forecasting models, analyzing the percentage log return of XXJ, XMJ and XTJ Index is indispensable. Then converting the data to percentage log returns (100× log ( −1 )) and splitting the data sets into two parts: the in-sample and the forecast sample. Since the forecasting model build by using on the time series data from 7/4/2014 to the 6/4/2018, this section statistical analysis focuses on data in this learning period.
The plot below provides the visualized movements of the log returns. All of three series percentage log returns stay around 0, which may imply these three assets follow the mean stationary. However, the variances seem not stationary based on some significant fluctuations existing during the period.
To further statistical analysis, the summary statistic table of the three indices is showed below: The means of the three indices are close to 0 and satisfy the assumption by the figure 5.1 and the standard deviation of the three indices are larger than 1. Moreover, the XXJ index and XTJ index have the negative skewness and the skewness of the XMJ is positive. Meanwhile, all the kurtosis is larger than 3, which indicates they have fat tails. According to the histograms of the three indices below, the outliers exists in the three indices. These signs imply they are not followed the normal distribution and can be assumed as follow student-t distribution.
Figure 2. Histograms of the three indices 6. Forecasting Model Building
Model Selection and Motivation
According to the statistics analysis in the previous section, the three indices percentage log returns follow the mean stationary. Furthermore, the autocorrelation effects of the three indices do not exist. These imply that the constant mean equations can be applied to these indices. In terms of the variance, the ARCH, GARCH, GJR-ARCH, GJR-GARCH models are chosen to represent the assets' volatilities.
-ARCH model can describe the lag residual error to predict the variance of innovation change.
-GARCH model import the number of lag variance errors to solve the time-dependent variance issue.
-GJR-ARCH and GJR-GARCH model can be applied to the asymmetric statistical data by employing the leverage term.
-Ad-hoc model extracts a certain number of previous time series data and calculates their expected value as the following forecast return and variance.
Also, Ad-hoc model can be set as the benchmark model for comparison. Considering the asset distributions, the model with the student-t distribution need to be utilized.
Model Analysis
Model Assumption Test
To choose the suitable forecasting models with the appropriate mean and volatility equation, the distribution of indices log returns requires further verification, which is corresponding to the previous model assumption. The autocorrelation effects of the three indices are tested by the Autoregression Function (ACF) plot and Ljung-Box (LB) test.
Figure 3. XMJ log return and ACF plot
Firstly, the XMJ log return at the in-sample data seems follow the mean stationary. The ACF plot above shows that the correlation dies down to 0 quickly at lag 1, and all correlations presented within the confidence interval indicates that the marginally significants does not exist in the first 50 lags. The LB test can verify the existence of the autocorrelation and the null and alternative hypothesis are showed below:
The LB test statistic equation is:
For the LB test of the XMJ index, the p-value of lag 5 and lag 10 are 0.1439 and 0.1346, which indicate that no autocorrelation existing and H 0 cannot be rejected at the 5% significant level. Therefore, the constant mean equation is suitable for the XMJ index.
Secondly, the Jarque and Bera (JB) test can diagnose whether time series are normally distributed or not by checking their sample skewness and kurtosis. The null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis of this joint test are shown as below:
The test statistic is:
The sample skewness and kurtosis of XMJ are: 0.0070 and 4.48667. The p-value of the JB test is close to zero, so the null distribution is strongly rejected at the 5% significant level, even at 1% significant level. This concludes that either the sample skewness does not equal to zero or kurtosis does not equal to three. Therefore, XMJ does not follow the normal distribution.
Furthermore, the Engle's ARCH test can prove whether the ARCH effect exists in the mean-corrected returns of the series. The null hypothesis of this test is that no ARCH effects in the first 5 and 10 lags. The p-values for lag 5 and lag 10 are 0.0002 and 2.3125×e-08 respectively. Therefore, the null hypothesis is strongly rejected at 5% significant level. This indicates that the ARCH effects exist in both lags.
In conclusion, all the model assumptions are proved based on the several tests above. Those models can be applied to the forecasting process.
Benchmark Model for 3 Indices -Ad-hoc (25) Model
Ad-hoc model is set as the benchmark model to compare with these GARCH models above. Using Ad-hoc model to generate the return and volatility forecasts of three indexes, the forecast based on the previous month data (25 days), due to the assumption of 5 transaction days per week and 5 weeks per month. The equation of the Ad-hoc model is showed below. The estimated model is: The t-statistics vary from 0.27 to 6.21 in a big range. Not all of them are greater than 2. Hence, some of these parameter estimates are significantly different to zero at 5% significant level, such as Constant, ARCH{4}, ARCH{6} and ARCH{8}. Others are not significantly different to zero. The p-values of these parameters support this conclusion.
The following plots show that the standard deviation process performs nice and smooth and locates nicely on the shoulder of the returns data. Secondly, the right graph in the below, the histogram of transformed standardised residuals could be asserted as a normal distribution though there might be two to three outliers. While, through theplot, all the transformed standardised residuals lie into the range between -4 and 4 prove the normality of distribution. Additionally, JB test could be applied, from which the p-value is equal to 0.5, so the null hypothesis is strongly not rejected. Furthermore, the sample skewness and kurtosis are: 0.0030 and 3.0118, which seem quite close to a normal distribution. Hence, the distribution seems like a standard Gaussian at 5% significant level. Thus, the estimated model is:
The t-statistics GARCH{1} and ARCH{1} are above 2, especially GARCH{1} which is about 70.50. Thus these two parameter estimates are significantly different to 0, especially GARCH{1} at a 5% significance level. Their p-values also show this conclusion.
The standard deviation process is smoother than the ARCH(8) model, and its location is on the shoulder of the returns data as shown in the below: Figure 7 . The GARCH (1,1) -t model standard deviation and XMJ log return Here, the standardised residual â t t , also need to be transformed to a normal distribution that following ~ N(0,1) from Student-t distribution with df equals to 10.2. Therefore, the transformed standardised residuals, as presented in the below figure left part with its ACF plots, indicate that no apparent autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity exist in both ACF plots. While, the p-values from the LB test, when m = 8 and m = 13, with df of 5 (8-3) and 10 (13-3) are 0.0829 and 0.3269, respectively. Thus, the constant cannot model the mean equation perfectly. The p-values of the transformed squared standardised residuals (the bottom left one of Figure 6 ) through a LB test is 0.0534 and 0.2573. So ARCH effects statistically significantly not exist at 5% significant level. Then, the right part in the below figure, the histogram of GARCH(1,1) transformed standardised residuals could be stated as a normal distribution though there might be two to three outliers. While, through the q-q plot, almost all the transformed standardised residuals lie close to -3 and 3, though there are some outliers. This still can prove the normality of distribution. In addition, after applying a JB test to test normality, which the p-value is exactly 0.5, so the null hypothesis is strongly not rejected. Moreover, the sample skewness and kurtosis are: -0.0393 and 3.0022, which are close to a Gaussian distribution. So, the distribution might be asserted as a standard Gaussian at 5% significant level. Meanwhile, the estimated model is: However, not all the t-statistics are above 2, except for the constant term have p-values closes to 0, while the other parameters are not significantly different to 0 at a 5% significance level.
The below plots show that the standard deviation is slightly smoother than the ARCH model and locates nicely on the shoulder of the XMJ log returns data below. To assess the GJR-ARCH (8) model fitting, transforming the standard residual from a Student-t distribution with 10.76 degree of freedom to the normal distribution. The transformed standard residual plot and the ACF plot of the transformed standard residual and transformed squared standard residuals shows below. There are no clear outliers presented in the ACF plot of the standard residual. To confirm this observation, the p-values from a LB test for standard residual, with degree of freedom equal to 5 and 10 are 0.0006 and 0.0128 separately. It seems like the constant mean equation is not suitable enough. Meanwhile, the squared transformed standardised residuals at the ninth lag seems to exist the autocorrelation. Since only 1 lag autocorrelations are significant among the 20 lagged autocorrelations, the observation may be incorrect. Then the LB test applied to the squared transformed standard residual, with df=5 and df=10, the p-values of LB test are 0.0018 and 0.0277 respectively. This result may imply that some remaining ARCH effects are still exist in the data. Figure 10 . Assess the GJR-ARCH (8) -t model Furthermore, according to the histogram of GJR-ARCH (8) -t transformed standardised residuals above, its distribution can be assumed to follow the normal distribution. Moreover, the outliers are hard to observed in this histogram and all transformed standardised residuals lie between -4 to 4. Also, theplot proves the normality of this distribution. The JB test is applied to further confirm, the p-value of the JB test is 0.5, so the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Also, the skewness is -0.0177 and kurtosis is 3.0227, which is close to the 0 and 3 like the normal distribution. Thus, the residuals could come from the Student-t (10.76) cannot be reject.
 GJR-GARCH (1,1) -t model
By applying the AIC and SIC criteria, the AIC choose GJR-GARCH (2,2) -t for constant mean models with the student t distribution, while the SIC chooses GJR-GARCH (1,1) -t. Overall, the GJR-GARCH (1,1) -t should be selected since the SIC criteria choose the more parsimonious one. Then the relative parameters of the student t distribution GJR-GARCH (1,1) conditional variance model showed below: Thus, the estimated model is:
= + 0.0043; | −1~10.97 (0, 2 ) 2 = 0.0086 + (0.0104 + 0.0390 −1 ) −1 2 + 0.9657 −1 2 Except for ARCH (1), the p-value of the remaining parameters is close to 0 and the t-statistic of these parameters are larger than 2, which means these parameters are significantly different to zero at a 95% confidence level. Since the ARCH (1) has the smaller t-statistic, this parameter may not have the significant effect on this model.
The below plots show that the standard deviation is slightly smoother than the previous GARCH model and locates on the shoulder of the XMJ log returns data. Figure 11 . The GJR-GARCH (1,1) -t model standard deviation and XMJ log return To assess the fitting effect of the GJR-GARCH (1,1)-t model, the standard residual from a Student-t distribution with 10.96 degree of freedom also need to be transformed to the normal distribution. According to the ACF plot of the transformed standard residual below, there are no clear outliers presented in this ACF plot. To confirm whether the observation is accurate, the LB test for the standard residual is applied. The p-values from a LB test, with degree of freedom equal to 5 is 0.0577 and with df=10 is 0.2887, which imply the constant mean equation is suitable for this time series data. Moreover, according to the ACF plot of the squared transformed standard residual, the squared transformed standardised residuals at the fourth lag and ninth lag seems to display significant autocorrelation, but no others show any significant autocorrelation. Since only 2 lag autocorrelations are significant among the 20 lagged autocorrelations, the observation is probably spurious under this situation. Then the LB test applied to the squared transformed standard residual, with m=13 and df=5 and m=17 and df=10, the p-values of LB test are 0.0922 and 0.274 respectively. This result may imply that there are no remaining ARCH effects existing. Moreover, based on the histogram of GJR-GARCH (1,1) -t transformed standardised residuals above, the distribution of the transformed standardised residual can be assumed to follow the normal distribution. Moreover, all transformed standardised residuals lie between -4 to 4 and no significant outliers in this histogram. Also, theplot proves the normality of this distribution. The JB test is applied to further confirm, the p-value of the JB test is 0.5, so the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at 5% significant level. Also, the skewness is -0.0432 and kurtosis is 3.0046, which is close to the 0 and 3 like the normal distribution. Thus, the residuals could come from the Student-t (10.96) cannot be reject.
Model Application and Analysis -XTJ
For XTJ, follow the same process above, the relative estimated models and diagnostic test result are showing below:
ARCH (2) Considering the result of model assessing for XTJ, the p-values of LB test for the residual are all larger than 0.05, which implies the constant mean equation is suitable for XTJ index. Although the GJR-ARCH model still has the significant ARCH effect on the squared transformed standardized residual since the p-value of it are lower than 0.5, and the GARCH (1,1) model is the best model to fit the volatility for the XTJ index. However, the result of JB test cannot prove that the residuals are following the normal distribution at 5% significant level since the p-value is smaller than 0.05. Although the GJR-ARCH and GARCH model still has the significant ARCH effect on the squared transformed standardized residual since the p-value of it are lower than 0.5, and the ARCH (5) model seems to be the best model to fit the volatility for the XTJ index. Moreover, the result of JB test shows that the residuals are following the normal distribution for ARCH and GARCH model since their p-value is larger than 0.05.
Model Application and Analysis -XXJ
Different Model Forecasts Results and Accuracy Assessment
By applying the forecasting models above, using the in-sample data to train the ARCH, GARCH, GJR-ARCH, GJR-ARCH, Ad-hoc model to predict the future log return of XMJ, XTJ, XXJ. In this section, the forecast horizon of 1 day and a fixed size moving window of T= 254 is used for the forecasting.
Then to assess the accuracy of the forecasting result, focusing on the difference between the forecasting results of different models and the true values of the forecasting sample (the log return of the three series of index from 7 th April 2018 to 6 th April 2019). Considering the features of the index log return, root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute deviation (MAD) could set as the evaluation criteria and have the same unit as the percentage log return in this process. While the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) cannot be used as a suitable measure to obtain the bias between the true values and predicted results due to the index log return could be 0. Therefore, choosing the optimal model based on the model with the minimize RMSE and MAD value to guarantee the accuracy of forecasting return and volatility.
Assess Return Forecasting Result
Firstly, we set the ad-hoc model as the benchmark model to assess the accuracy of the remaining advanced model. In ad-hoc model, the average of the last month index values (assuming 5 trading day per week and 5 weeks one month) is used to predict the future percentage log return. Then we obtain the return forecasts of the different models and visualize the comparing plot to describe the forecast result and the true values of forecasting sample for XMJ index as followed.
According to the plot above, except for the ad-hoc model, the rest of advanced models look like predicted value around to 0 merely and did not follow the trend and magnitudes of the actual log returns for sample data. Therefore, based on the following pattern, we cannot assume that the rest models fit the true data pattern as better as the benchmark model. This pattern is also applied for the XTJ and XXJ index. Figure 13 . XTJ and XXJ Actual return and forecasting return from the different models However, assessing accuracy based on the plots above merely is hard to distinguish the accuracy of the different advanced forecasting models. Therefore, to provide the enough evidence to have the confident conclusion, the RMSE and MAD of different models for 3 indices can be calculated to further assessing as followed. According to the table above, all the highlight terms are the optimal models based on the corresponding criteria. For XMJ index, the GARCH model has the lowest RMSE value and the ARCH model has the lowest GARCH model. Although different criteria imply the different optimal models, based on the slightly different, assuming the GARCH model performs better for XMJ index. For XTJ, the model with the minimize RMSE and MAD is the GJR-GARCH and GARCH model. Finally, for XXJ index, the RMSE criteria imply the GJR-ARCH model is the optimal while the MAD also select the GJR-GARCH model like XTJ. Therefore, considering there are 50 percent of probability the GJR-GARCH model perform better than the other models, the GJR-GARCH model can be assumed as the appropriate forecasting model for these indices.
Ad-hoc
Assess Volatility Forecasting Result
In this section, firstly, using the volatility proxies to measure the forecasting sample accuracy and focusing on XMJ index with proxy 1 as sample in this process. The plot below shows proxies 1 along with all forecastsfrom both the ad hoc and GARCH-type models. Focusing on the proxy 1 in green pentagram, accuracy measures of proxy 1 are usually the highest since the returns are often close to 0 but volatility forecasts never are. According to the figure below, the GJR-GARCH (1,1) -t model performs optimally under the proxy 1. According to the GARCH models, the Ad hoc model has the minimize RMSE and MAD value for all of 4 proxies among the all of five forecasting models. For XTJ, the ARCH model is selected as the optimal forecasting model under the minimize RMSE criteria and the Ad-hoc model performs better at the MAD criteria. Meanwhile, for the XXJ index, the GJR-GARCH model performs better at the RMSE and MAD criteria. In conclude, the Ad-hoc model performs better in volatility forecasting for these three indices.
Asset Portfolio Weights Allocation
The purpose for this section is providing different rules to choose the optimal portfolio weights for the three assets, which including XTJ that is telecommunication services, XXJ that is financials excluding A-REITs and XMJ that is materials. There is no doubt that choosing the optimal portfolio weights for the assets is very significant for the financial investment, it can help the investments with maximize return of the portfolio and minimize the risk of the investment. It chooses the equally weighted rule, return rule and risk rule to allocate the weights. The return rule means the higher return of the asset the higher weight for this asset is, and we choose the Sharpe ratio for the risk rule to match the risk management as the question required, it follow the standard that the higher Sharpe ratio of the asset, the higher weight for this asset is (Ritter& Chopra, 1989).
Analyzing Weights Allocation Rules
The equally weighted rule is providing the same proportion for the assets, for example, in this case it is 1/3 for XTJ, 1/3 for XXJ and 1/3 for XMJ. It is always recognized as the benchmark, and easier to use than other allocation rules. Normally, it can achieve the higher returns than the average returns. Therefore, the investors who without the investing knowledge and financial skills usually use this way to invest. Additionally, the equally weighted rule is a passive method for obtaining most variations of global opportunities, it can help the analysts to analyze the investment environment ((Ritter& Chopra, 1989 ).
Comparing to equally weighted rule, the return rule is more aggressive, it may lose sight of the unforeseen market volatilities that they may meet in the investment horizon. The standard of this rule is the weights allocated to each asset are depended on the maximum forecasted return, which means higher forecasted return asset, the higher percentage allocated is (Willenbrock, 2011) .
The Sharpe ratio also known as the Sharp Index that is a standardized indicator of fund performance evaluation. The Sharpe ratio in modern investment theory research shows that the size of the risk plays a fundamental role in determining the performance of the combination. The risk-adjusted rate of return is a comprehensive indicator that considers both benefits and risks, with a view to eliminating the negative impact of risk factors on performance evaluation.
The Sharpe ratio formula is Sharpe ratio = − The Sharpe ratio is one of the three classic indicators that can simultaneously consider the benefits and risks. There is a regular feature in investment, that is, the higher the expected return of the investment target, the higher the risk of volatility that the investor can bear; on the contrary, the lower the expected return, the lower the risk of volatility, so the rational investor chooses the investment target and investment. The main purpose of the combination is to pursue maximum compensation at a fixed risk, or to pursue the lowest risk at a fixed expected return (Zakamouline & Koekebakker, 2009 ).
Formulas for Calculating & Forecasting Weights Allocation for Index Portfolio
To calculate and forecast the weights allocation for the index portfolio, we choose the all observations up to and including 6 th April 2018 as the in-sample period, and the remaining 254 data will be the forecasting period. The allocated percentage for each index is related to the mean of performances that is forecasted. The more particular information for the process is shown below:
Weights Allocation Rules
Equally W r,I denotes the percentage allocated for index I when using the return rule, ̅ is the mean of forecasted return for index i (i= 1, 2, 3 is the asset that our group analyzed, which is telecommunication services, financials excluding A-REITs and materials) in the forecasting period.
W Sharpe ratio,i means the percentage allocated for index i when using the Sharpe ratio method, Sharpe ratio i is the Sharpe ratio for index i in the forecasting period, and the ∑ ℎ 3 =1
is the total of the Sharpe ratios for the three series, which are XTJ, XXJ and XMJ.
Rebalance & Re-estimated for Asset Portfolio Weights Allocation Using Different Frequencies
Analysis the Frequency for Re-estimated
In this section, it will provide the rebalance and re-estimated for the weight every period and every 5 th period for asset portfolio weights allocation, every period presents the daily variation, and the every 5 th period shows the weekly changing. The number of re-adjust frequencies have a relationship with the cost of the transaction, with the number of frequencies increase in the trading, the total cost such as transaction cost may increase; on the opposite, with the number of re-adjust frequencies decrease, the transaction cost may decrease. Also, when the frequency of trading in market is decreased, it can make the investors capture the opportunities difficultly and make more unforeseen and uncertainties result for the investment (Ghysels et al, 2006) . Moreover, if investors cannot change their weights allocation for their asset portfolio based on the market change immediately when the market situation have huge volatility trend, the investors may have more unforeseen loss. Consequently, adopt more frequency to re-estimate the asset portfolio weights allocation is more accuracy than the infrequency, but it has more discourse cost, such the time use, manpower, attention and some other resources (Leibowitz& Bova, 2011) . Because the frequency of in-sample data that given is daily, to ensure the result accuracy, reliable and confirm the market dynamics, we choose the daily and weekly frequency as our asset portfolio weight allocation re-estimation periodicity.
Analysis the Methods for Two Frequency of Re-estimated
Every Period
For every period re-estimated method for the asset portfolio weights allocation, the weight will be re-calculated every day, we use the similar formulas for asset portfolio weights allocation in 8 th section, which are: W r,i,t means the percentage allocated for index I in day t when using the return rule, ̅ , + is the mean of forecasted return in every period for index i in the forecasting period. W Sharpe ratio,i,t means the percentage allocated for index i in day t when using the Sharpe ratio method, Sharpe ratio i is the Sharpe ratio for index i in every period of the forecasting period.
Every Period Weights Allocation Rules
Every 5 th Period
For every 5 th period re-estimated method for the asset portfolio weights allocation, the weight will be re-calculated every five days, we use the similar formulas for asset portfolio weights allocation in 8 th section, which are: W r,i,t means the percentage allocated for index I in day t when using the return rule, ̅ , +5 is the mean of forecasted return in every 5 th period for index i in the forecasting period. W Sharpe ratio,i,t means the percentage allocated for index i in day t when using the Sharpe ratio method, Sharpe ratio i is the Sharpe ratio for index i in every five days of the forecasting period.
Every 5 th Period Weights Allocation Rules
Analysis the Re-estimated Result
For the equally weighted rule, the mean is 0.0226% and standard deviation is 0.7839% for both every period and every 5 th period is same. 38.7938% From calculated the mean and standard deviation for re-estimated the asset portfolio weights allocation using every 5 th period frequency the equally weighted rule, return rule and Sharpe ratio rule, the return rule weighted portfolio GJRGARCH model has the highest return 3.2839%, but with the highest standard deviation 59.5706% under the return rule. And under the Sharpe ratio rule, the lowest return is -3.8858% under GJRARCH model with the second highest standard deviation 44.8532%. Comparing the return rule and Sharpe ratio rule, the highest mean of return is occurred in the return rule and the lowest mean of return is presented in the Sharpe ratio rule, and the lowest standard deviation is 1.9381% but with the negative mean of return that is -0.1101% under the Sharpe ratio rule. For the equally weighted method, the standard deviation 0.7839% is lower than the 1.9381%, it is the real lowest standard deviation in these three rules, compared to the lowest value under Sharpe ratio rule, it has the positive mean of return that is 0.0226%.
Every Period Analysis
Use Sharpe Ratio to Compare Portfolio Performance
The Sharpe ratio indicates the risk premium of the portfolio per unit of the total risk in the portfolio, and the formula is Sharpe ratio = − , according to Australia government the in Australia is 1.55% that is 10 years bond yield (Bloomberg, 2019), therefore, the result for the portfolio performance by use the Sharpe ratio is -0.1764 -0.0866 GJR-GARCH-5 0.0291 -0.0291 Consequently, calculating the Sharpe ratio for the rebalance result and re-estimating the asset portfolio weights allocation using different frequencies during every first and5 th period. And using the equally weighted rule, return rule and Sharpe ratio rule, the result by Sharpe ratio shows the highest value is 0.1196 under the GJR-GARCH model with every period frequency, which means the GJR-GARCH model with every period frequency under the Sharpe ratio has the best performance. The lowest value is -1.9485 under the equally weighted rule, which has the worst performance. Under the return rule, the best performance from the GJR-GARCH model with every period frequency, is 0.0484. For every 5 th period frequency, the best performance is 0.0291 with the GIR-GARCH model under the return rule, and the performances for the portfolios under the Sharpe ratio rule are all negative.
Conclusion
In conclusion, for factor modeling, the results indicate the two-factor model performs better than the single-factor model. For dynamic portfolio optimization, since no autocorrelations proved by ACF plots, constant mean equation is adequate. LB test and Engle test exhibit the existence of ARCH effect. By the tests and statistics analysis, selecting the models as follows: ad-hoc, ARCH, GARCH, GJR-ARCH and GJR-GARCH. All models except ad-hoc help to explain the volatility dynamics but the remain ARCH effect in the volatility equation could be a problem. Considering the forecast accuracy, the Ad-hoc model perform better in volatility forecasting for these three indices. Then, to construct the portfolio, setting three methods: equally weights, high return and low risk. Sharpe ratio is the best method for finding the optimal portfolio allocation. It is worth to build the GJR-GARCH model because it has the best performance for the rebalance result and re-estimating the asset portfolio.
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